External Fellowships and Training Grants Workflow

Start here to identify what offices you contact to apply for and process support for awarded external fellowships and training grants.

On VPRI Preapproved List?
- Yes: Submit Proposal
- No: Request Institutional Support (VPRI Form)

Submit Proposal
- Funded? Yes: UO SEFT per term (DGS Form)
- No: Request Institutional Support (VPRI Form)

UO SEFT per term (DGS Form)
- Division of Graduate Studies (DGS)

Before the start of each term, DGS coordinates with the following groups to apply residency rates, tuition support, and GTFF insurance for fellows/trainees. Adjustments are made to handle issues during the term.

- Student Billing
- Financial Aid
- BAO
- GTFF

Units/DGAs process stipends, tuition and fees on grant indexes, and works with colleges for non-tuition differentials.

Coordinate to resolve issues.

Roles:
- VPRI
- SPS
- DGS
- Units
- Others
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